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WHAT
WAS 
FOUND

“How can a relationship with the past exist in which memory 
functions as an active process, allowing continual reconsider-
ations, rather than a form of entombment?”1

My desire to create this archive project has been longstanding. 
In the past 20 years, I have made 13 solo exhibitions and shown 
my work in 34 group exhibitions. In the past 10 years, I have 
moved home four times and moved studio 11 times (including 
creating a new studio in grad school each summer). That’s a 
lot exhibitions, a lot of moving! And with moving a great deal of 
displacement and reorganization. Of course, my work has been 
affected. But also, my thinking about my work has felt the  
impact. Where is my work? What is my work? Where are the 
pieces? Which ones are important? With each exhibition and 
each move, there is a set of value questions that gets asked. 
What is important here? That is the activity of archiving. 

Looking at the archive projects of artist Zoe Leonard, I am simi-
larly seeking models of archives that “form a non-linear, anach-
ronical temporality, in which images migrate from one context 
to another, and time is understood in terms not of continuity 
but of returns that engage the artists’ subjective desires.”2 I like 
the use of “migratory” here because it offers the possibility of 
the archive mimicking my behavior in the world as an artist. 

Okwui Enwezor, the curator of dOCUMENTA 11, saw the spirit 
of archive in a number of works in that international exhibition 
describing archive as a means of “inducting new flows and 
transactions between images, texts, narratives, documents, 
statements, events, communities, institutions, audiences.”3  
The mashup he describes sounds intrguing to me and aligns 
with my curiousity to see what new sensibility and knowledge 
may emerge from assembling this archive. 

Perhaps the description of my migratory behavior will explain 
the non-linearity of this archive project. The graphic design-
er in me might have wanted to order everything within a grid 
and chronologically. But the logic of chrono is not necessarily 
“true” for this archive. All of this work, these engagements, 
these relationships swirl around inside of me and within the 
physical matter that comprises my practice. Nothing behaves 
so why should this attempt to manifest the archive be so  
ordered? 

In addition to not being chronological, I also acknowledge that 
this archive is not mine alone but is woven in with the archives 
of many others with whom I have shared the field of making and 
discussing and exhibiting the work. Most notable is the Boston 
artists crit group, dubbed The Artgals, initiated by  
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Rebecca Doughty and carried on for five years of monthly meetings be-
tween Rebecca, Pat Shannon, Meg Alexander, Beth Galston and myself. 
The group involved deep critical discourse, exchange of professional 
skills and information, a profound commitment to each other’s practices, 
and a lot of very good food and drink. The group came together shortly 
after I committed to a studio in Boston and had a profound impact on my 
development as an artist. We rigorously prepared for studio visits and 
tracked each other’s work with thoughtfulness and criticality. You will see 
work and text from each one of these artist colleagues represented here. 

Inspired by that rich experience, I initiated an artists group when I recon-
stituted my art practice in Bristol, UK. The five of us, FUNF (five in Ger-
man), were Megan Wakefield, Yvonne Buccheim, Sam Playford-Greenwell, 
Katie Davies and myself. We met in each other’s studios and similiarly 
discussed work and came to know one another’s practices more deeply. 
When I then moved to London, I sought to engage with other artists in 
this way. Regular studio visits with Tessa Brown and Andy Parker as well 
as rich conversations with Susan Stenger and Katie Daley-Yates were an 
important part of my London art life. 

I am aware of parallel and overlapping archive projects. James Hull,  
Boston artist,curator and educator, has created an archive of Green Street 
Gallery where I had my first significant exhibition. The success of that ex-
hibition with Chris Nau catapulted all three of us into new possibilities and 
new art worlds. So you will see bits from that archive represented here and 
also hear their voices.

Why do I need to archive my work? In short, because I do not expect that 
anyone else will. The archive has historically been a site of erasure or “am-
bivalence...a site where women’s agency is rendered both visible and in-
visible.”4 As a young artist, I was eager to find nuanced information about 
the practices of women artists and found it difficult to source. There are 
many more opportunities for women artists now and, still, materials can be 
elusive or of poor quality. What I hope for is to recognize my work and just 
as importantly, the people, networks, places, feelings, ideas, and life that 
have been an essential part of the work. 

I am also interested to see how this consideration of the arc of my practice 
might further inform the current work. My experience of moving through 
all of these different relationships, spaces, and countries has generated a 
desire to gather myself and aspects of my life together, trusting that “when 
the past is visualised that past becomes tangible and recognizable.”

4 
It should be noted that all of the work you will see in these pages was made 
while also creating a family life with two wonderful daughters, Nora and 
Anastatia, and tending a 30-year relationship with my beloved lifelong part-
ner, David. To help sustain my practice I also ran a graphic design business 
for twenty-five years followed by a life coaching business for five years. I 
also taught art at University of the West of England and the School of the Art 
Institute of Chicago. A full life! 
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Detail from Untitled (Wall of Women), 2017, 
acrylic on  unstretched canvas, 13’ x 25’ x 5’ 

1 Green, Renee. “Survival: Ruminations on 
Archival Lacunae,” in Merewether, C. editor, The 
Archive, Whitechapel: Documents in Contempo-
rary Art, MIT Press, Cambridge, 2006.
cited in Zapperi, Giovanna, “Woman’s Reappear-
ance: Rethinking the Archive in Contemporary 
Art – Feminist Persepctives,” Feminist Review 105, 
2013
2 Zapperi, Giovanna, “Woman’s Reappearance: 
Rethinking the Archive in Contemporary Art –  

Feminist Persepctives,” Feminist Review 105, 2013
3 Zapperi, Giovanna.
4 Zapperi, Giovanna.
5 Zapperi, Giovanna.
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“I felt locked out of painting — I had to break in.”  
Molly Zuckerman-Hartung

Molly’s voice along with a host of other women helped to inspire my 
turn to painting and the subject of my thesis  
The New Brag:  
Erasure and Co-constitution of Self 
 

Untitled, 2017, oil on paper, 12” x 18” from OxBow painting course with Molly Z-H
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Untitled, 2017, oil on paper, 12” x 18” from OxBow painting course with Molly Z-H

Did you strategize about the timing of the birth of your chil-

dren in relation to where your career as an artist was?

I did not really have a career as an artist when I decided 

to become a mother. I was still in art school and running a 

graphic design business in Boston. I did, however, spend 

about a year and a half struggling with the decision about 

whether I wanted to be a mother or not. In that time, I creat-

ed a performance piece called ‘X for Yes, O for No’ which I 

performed at Mobius performance space in Boston where I 

discussed the issue of women artists and mothering. In the 

course of the performance, I became a pregnant artist and 

then posed the question to the audience ‘Can a woman be 

an artist AND be a mother?’ This was in 1989 and none of 

my women artist colleagues were having babies. The au-

dience was invited to mark their answer on my body. The 

performance culminated with my standing presence with 

their mixed responses marked on my body. For me, this was 

a statement around society’s perceptions and how they can 

affect our sense of what is possible. 

Excerpt from interview with Anastatia Spicer, my daughter, as 
part of a high school art project

Kathryn Alder weekly Zoom conferences conversing  
about our work and thesis writing for SAIC Low-Residency MFA Program 

X for Yes, O for No 
performance around the ques-
tion, Can a woman be a mother 
AND be an artist?  
Mobius performance space, 
Boston, MA, 1989



6 Meg with Marden Peony, 2018, acrylic on unstretched canvas, 
96” x 69” by Nancy Murphy SpicerFred Sandback

February 23, 2018    
email to Meg Alexander 
 
Trying to get used to this idea that my 
work could actually “just” be paintings! 
Feels weird. The red face is work in prog-
ress Nora. Feeling like I might be on to 
something here, Meg. Conversations with 
Maggie last night and Anastatia this morn-
ing realizing both images are from selfies 
the girls took of themselves. Could I make 
a whole series of portraits depicting wom-
en depicting themselves!?!? Maybe kind 
of amazing...visually and theoretically in 
terms of construction of self, women’s 
sense of agency, etc 
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Meg Alexander  
with work-in-progress, Wall 
Drawing for Shephard restaurant, 
Cambridge, MA 

Marden Peony Dying, 2013,
india ink on paper, 11” x 15” by Meg Alexander

We’ve been part of each other’s 
lives and studio processes for so 
many years that it is very diffi-
cult to get the proper distance to 
write something! I feel inspired 
by your courage to continuously 
challenge and question yourself, 
never satisfied to stay in one 
place for too long and bravely 
stretching and transforming your 
work while remaining true to 
your core fascinations with per-
formance, community, process, 
and the struggle to claim space. 
You honestly confront your work 
and yourself, and you generously 
offer that same honesty to your 
friends and colleagues.

Meg Alexander 
dear friend and colleague since 
1988, member of The ArtGals  
Boston crit group
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Here are a few essentials I’ve gleaned from 
your work.They’ve become so deeply embed-
ded in my viewpoint, that it’s hard to trace their 
roots, but I know for sure your work carried 
them to my awareness…  

The expansive power of simplicity.

Objects + Action = Meaning

“No artifice” frees the senses to experience 
the here and now.

Art bears questions.

Pat Shannon 
artist and colleague since 1989 
School of the Museum of Fine Arts Boston 

Member of The Artgals Boston crit group

Skyping between   and Boston with Pat’s  
Parking Space work in the background

Eileen Myles

Laura Owens

These, 2005, installation of stripped 
tables on view at The Boston Scuptors 
Gallery, Boston, MA by Pat Shannon
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Yvonne Buchheim, Spike Island studio mate, 
University of the West of England fellow faculty 
and member of FUNF Bristol UK crit group with 
Ronnie Close, artist and filmmaker

Seamless exhibition at Memphis College of Art, 2003, 
including Nancy Murphy Spicer, Amy Sillman, Chris Nau, James Si-
ena, Dan Devening and Brian Sharp, curated by Cynthia Thompson

Preparing Disrupted Drawings  
to ship to Kobe, Japan, 2017 
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Hi Nancy,

Thank you for your wee work 

slide show movie - Nancy, 

those larger colourful pieces 

are fantastic, I absolutely love 

the way they occupy space and 

the shape and colour really can 

freely unfold. I much prefer them 

to the smaller ones, that at times 

felt a little but like careful illus-

trations (thats only half a critic 

as I did like them at the time) but 

on this larger size one can get 

REALLY lost in the (beautifully 

awkward) shapes and beauti-

ful colours and textures of the 

material. I really really love them 

and even feel a wee bit guilty 

because in hindsight it looks like 

you were working so small be-

cause of the tiny space we had 

together and now that you are 

on your own you produce much 

freer and powerful art work...I 

can literally feel the energy, even 

from the photos. I am so happy 

for you, keep going Nancy, you 

are on to some excellent work!

*yvonne 

Disrupted Drawing 3 
gouache and gesso on rice paper, 
46” x 36”
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Adrian Piper My Calling Card 1986

Tony Feher, Just So, 2002

Cardboard Actions,  
2006, three-channel video, cardboard, hardware,  
installation at Bernard Toale Gallery, Bos-
ton, MA, with gallery director Joseph Carroll
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Exhibitions between 2001 - 2018

13 solo exhibitions   
Bangor, ME  
Berlin, Germany,  
Boston, MA,  
Duxbury, MA 
London, UK,  
Richmond, VA 
Rosendale, NY, 

3 curatorial projects 
Bristol, UK
Charlottesville, VA 
London, UK

34 group exhibitions
Atlanta, GA  
Berlin, Germany
Beverly, MA
Birmingham, UK
Boston, MA 
Brattleboro, VT
Bristol, UK
Cardiff, Wales
Chicago, IL
Concord, MA
Durham, NH
Fitchburg, MA
London, UK
Memphis, TN
Newport, RI
Richmond, VA
Rosendale, NY
Somerville, MA

Berlin residency 2010 
funded by Spike Island 
Associates, Bristol, UK, 
and the start of the  
Biking in Berlin  
series of works on paper

Design major, sophomore year, 
Purdue University 
First days with the beautiful Italian 
Bieffe drawing table gifted to me by 
my Uncle Tom Murphy to support 
my art practice. This is the table 
that became the center of Nancy 
Murphy Design in Santa Fe, New 
Mexico, and Boston then central to 
my art studios at Vernon Street  
Studios in Somerville, Massachu-
setts. It came with me to England  
 to my two studios in Bristol and  
London. Back to Charlottesville, 
Virginia to the Coca-Cola building 
studio. I built a business at this 
drawing board and figured out how 
to create an art practice. I hope to 
be working at this table for many 
years to come.
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Deborah Boardman  
artist, educator, mother  
School of the Museum of Fine Arts Boston  School of 
the Art Institute of Chicago. 

I studied drawing with Deborah at the Museum 

School. She helped to set me in motion investigat-

ing expanded notions of drawing. We then became 

lifelong friends meeting up at poignant moments...

visiting Deborah’s early painting studio in Chicago...

witnessing her navigating marriage, teaching, making 

art and being a mother...seeing her trekking through 

Soho with her baby on her back, portfolio in hand  

going to galleries...her encouragement that I  

seriously consider the SAIC Low-Residency MFA 

program...experienceing her final exhibition, I Can’t 

Go On, I’ll Go On...and finally saying goodbye to her 

in November 2015. So grateful for the presence of 

this dear friend, teacher and colleague in my life. 
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Hanging Drawing Loops  
Charlottesville studio, 2015
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Paintings in Fulton Street studio in Chicago, Fall 2016
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Meg Alexander and Pat Shannon served 
as my proxy installing the site-specific 
work Drawing  From Above and Below, 
while I was living in England, 2008, 808 
Gallery, Boston University, Boston, MA

While in England, I trained 
to be a professional life 
coach and was privileged 
to get to know many amaz-
ing people from around the 
world. Several of us from 
the training have created on 
ongoing group which initially 
met monthly and now, years 
later, continues to meet 
on an ad hoc basis. Here 
is Barbara Bouwman from 
Amsterdam, Berit Oveson 
from Oslo and Moushira 
Anter from Cairo visiting my 
exhibition at RaumX  
Gallery, London, UK, 2015 
with the Hanging Drawing 
work in the background.
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The Floor in the Floor, 2007, selectively refinished floor, approximately 23’ x 18’, part 
of the Provisional, solo exhibition of works at Bernard Toale Gallery,  
Boston, MA, September, 2007
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Hanging Drawings II  
(20 successive drawings, 
unique and unrehearsed),  
participatory drawing event at faethm  
salon in Charlottesville studio, 2015.  

I often make quick sketches of works 
that I want to remember. This is from an 
SAIC Low-Residency MFA Art History 
class looking at the work of Tarsila,  
a modernist Brazilian painter working 
mid-20th century.

Ongoing research on found Sculptural 
Situations. This one was in London, UK. 
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Hanging Drawing Shapes,  
2008, Nepal lokta paper, graphite, acrylic on 
paper, inspired by the  
Hanging Drawings installation work
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Amy Sillman, Psychology Today, 2006,  
oil on canvas, 84 x 72 inches

As an art student/young artist, who supported you? 

My mother had always created myriad art opportunities in our home 

from  painting to sewing to building to designing. She loved art and got 

us engaged from a very young age. She took us into the city of Chicago 

many, many times to attend art classes and visit the Art Institute of Chi-

cago. I felt completely at home there and knew my way around. She gave 

us sketchbooks and lovely oil pastels and we drew in the galleries before 

great works of art. This was just normal family life for me. The basement 

in our homes was like a studio. We created theatre productions, made 

drawings, sewed clothes. I took over my Dad’s workbench and made de-

coupage plaques with favorite quotes. My Mom always had raw materials 

around…fabric, wood, rolls of newsprint paper…all very inviting for cre-

ation.

Excerpt from interview with Anastatia Spicer, my daughter, as part of a high 

school art project
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My drawing of Vincent Van Gogh’s The Bedroom, age 6, Art Institute of Chicago
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Each art form needs a creator and an observer. This 
creator and I have different experiences. We see 
things through a different prism. This artist simulates 
both the universal and the individual perspectives.

It takes time to “SEE”, time and insight into  
personal experiences.

Here, I feel a simplicity, a sense of simplicity, and a 
calm. This artist is like a scientist experimenting. The 
compounds are line, shape, color and rhythm. I must 
drift quietly and let the art carry me.

This is pleasant. However, it is not easy. With listening 
to music in a concert hall,  you are quiet, everyone is 
quiet. You are completely focused on sound and your 
own thoughts.

My favorite work in this collection is Poured Paint. I 
like the brash, hearty, playful manner of execution. The 
colors are related. The huge form in the lower center 
pulls me in and takes my eye up to the right hand cor-
ner, a place of rest.

Eileen Murphy, Nancy’s mother
 

Poured Paint, 2003,  
fifty gallons of poured latex 
paint, dimensions variable, 
installation at Brickbottom 
Gallery, Somerville, MA
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First Review Board 1988 
School of the Museum of Fine Arts Boston 
Reviewers: David Kelley and Charlie Goss
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Chicago Women’s March, 2017

Mana Contempoary studio, Chicago, IL, May 2018

Drawing exhibition at VIVID, Birmingham,UK, 
2009, with VALIE EXPORT, Jennifer West, Milan 
Grygar, Dryden Goodwin, and others
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Untitled charcoal self-portrait 
from Museum School, 1986, 
overlaid with Self-Portrait 
as a Painter (After Alice 
Neel), 2018, oil on canvas, 
48” x 48” 
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Self-Portrait with Feelings, 2018, oil on canvas, 10” x 7.75”

Studio visit with my sisters,  
Marianne Zarzana and  
Statia Murphy, (2005) with 
early version of Hanging 
Drawing on the studio wall and 
works from the Untitled drawing 
series with flashe on Nepal Lokta 

18M Salon, Berlin, Germany, 
solo exhibition of Biking in Berlin 
works, here with gallery director, 
Julie August at the opening 
reception.   

Magdalena Abakanowicz



29I wish you didn’t feel so much, 2018, riso print, 12” x 9”

Pouring paint for exhibition Flat Not Flat 
awith Chris Nau at Atlanta College 
of Art Gallery, 2003, Curated by 
Lisa Fischman
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At the Table #4, 2005, acrylic on wood, approx 4” x 5”
by Rebecca Doughty

This is an image of what I was up to 
during the early Artgals. This one made 
me laugh— seemed almost like a  meeting 
of the gals, with one looking on! -  

Rebecca Doughty 
friend and colleague 
Founder of The ArtGals  
Boston crit group

Poured Tape, 
2006, blue painters 
tape, dimensions 
variable, insta llation 
at Bernard Toale 
Gallery as part of 
After Hours series of 
residencies. Bernie 
gave me access to 
the galleries during 
periods when the 
gallery was closed 
(summer, holidays). 
I used the space as 
a studio, responding 
to it using a range 
of materials. Sever-
al solo exhibitions 
resulted in works 
that were intimately 
embedded in the 
space.

Edouard Manet
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Drawing Attention, 
2016 - ongoing, draw-
ing performance, Art 
Institute of Chicago

3.3.17   Chicago Fulton Street studio

It’s just past midnight. I’m laying on the sofa in my studio 
inside Nora’s old sleeping bag. How is it that I birthed this 
person from my body and took care of the tiny person and 
staying with her all these years and now she is an adult and 
could buy a sleeping bag with her own money. And then buy 
a better one and leave this old one at the house so I could 
then bring it to Chicago, to my studio, and sleep inside it 
here in this big empty warehouse building. Life is just wild. 

I am finally tired. Just about ready to give up the day. Actu-
ally the day has given up before me. It’s over! I am now on 
to the next day. I am learning about myself being here, away 
from David, away from my family. I like to stay up late. I love 
to eat well and simply. I work extremely hard, harder when I 
am not with David. I care more about my art than just about 
anything. And I care more about David and my girls than any-
thing at all. 

It felt like Christmas today...to get this big table on wheels! 
I’ve always wanted one. And it’s fantastic for working. I’m 
amazed. 

Drawing Attention is a durational, participatory performance work. It is based on a simple set of instruc-
tions that invite participants to bring their focused attention to one work by an artist whose art is in the muse-
um but in some way marginalized (location, presentation, overlooked in docent tours, etc.) and bring their own 
attention to that work. My experience of performing this work and casually tracking museum visitor behavior 
has yielded an emphatic, yet not surprising, outcome: as I bring my attention to the work, others are inspired 
to do the same. In the course of one performance where I gave my attention to City Landscape, a painting by 
Joan Mitchell, three times as many people stopped to study to study the work as well. 

There are many ways to advocate for women and others who are marginalized in the art world. This perfor-
mance work offers one approach which is meditative and political in a quiet but powerful way. 



32Untitled (Wall of Women), 2017 - ongoing,  
acrylic on unstretched canvas, dimensions variable 
Mana Contemporary studio, Chicago
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Nancy Spero +  
Leon Golub

So much of art practice is the mundane care, storage, and transport  
of art. Here David Eddy Spicer, my beloved lifelong partner, careful-
ly wraps up some early Poured Paint works. 

Nora Antisana, 2018, oil on canvas, 24” x 30”

Ron Gorchov

Eva Hesse



35Self-Portrait Doing Physical Therapy, 2017, oil on canvas, 18” x 24”  

Drawing installation in London studio, rice paper, wood, rubber, lead, baking paper, 2014 
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SAIC Low-Res MFA buddy, 
Mike Gordon, with Nan-
cy at Zoe Leonard’s I Want 
a President, installed at the 
High-Line NYC

Richard Tuttle installing Ten Kinds of 
Memory and Memory Itself, 1973

Floormap (Basketball), 2006, performance with landscape cloth, part of  
After Hours series of works at Bernard Toale Gallery, Boston, MA 
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Working on ideas for performance in relation to Hanging 
Drawing, Spike Island studio, Bristol, UK, 20013

Drawing from series of self-portraits, 2017 - ongoing  
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London colleague, Andy Parker’s daughter Matilda made a 
drawing inspired by one of the Biking in Berlin works. Andy and 
I swapped studio visits in South London over a year. His work is 
conceptually beautiful and exquisitely executed. Always a good 
conversation!

Sr. Cecelia Ann Kelly, my 
undergraduate painting teacher 
and advisor. Through her inspira-
tion, I went out to New Mexico on a 
volunteer project which led  to the 
opportunity to do a weaving appren-
ticeship and inpisring me to stay in 
New Mexico for five years.  

Packing up Vernon 
Street studio with Meg 
Alexander and Pat 
Shannon before mov-
ing to England, 2008.

Richard Diebenkorn
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It’s funny seeing the work spread across time, 
makes me think of how important sharing one’s 
work is, of the relationships the work forms, with 
or without you, with others; of all the many friend-
ships the work enables, of how I often talk about 
artist communities, of the importance of commu-
nity, but regularly forget the place actually exist-
ing artwork plays in this

I think about how your work always seemed wet, 
liquid - even the more geometric pieces had a flu-
idity to them, like they were on the verge of form. 
The ‘hanging drawing’ pieces I always found inter-
esting in this regard, because they rarely looked 
‘rig ht’ to me, like maybe gravity wasn’t working 
how it should do with them, they were more like 
oil, or mercury, containing more form than I ever 
expected them to (inside the lines of the drawing 
wasn’t simply gravity alone)

I remember the Berlin map pieces, and again, 
even though you spoke about how the forms often 
referred to your bike rides around the city (from 
what I recall), the forms they created on the page 
looked like they were on their way somewhere 
else, referring forwards rather than backwards

I remember a texture, on the verge of memory, still 
tacky

I remember almost solid blobs of colour, with a 
sudden sharp diagonal line cutting into it’s soft-
ness, bringing up any pretence to svelteness 
short. Like any presence of gravity was only ever 
a recollection, a picture of someone falling over, 
turned on its head

(Note: lack of periods is intentional. Sam’s a writer 
:-)

Sam Playford-Greenwell
FUNF Artists Group, Bristol, UK, 2011-2013

Nancy with Anastatia at Fulton Street 
Studio, Chicago , 2017
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Yellow Painting, 2017, acrylic and oil on canvs, 48” x 36”

I have known your work for decades now, and I have 

had the privilege to watch it’s progression over time.  

IT’S THE ENDURING PRESENCE OF SHAPE  

that is always remarkable.  

Jill Slosburg-Ackerman,  

Boston artist and educator 
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Remnants from early performance, 
The Wedding Dress One, 1988, 
created in Marilyn Arsem’s  
Performance Class at the  
Museum School, Boston, MA

Poured Paint drawings, Vernon Street Studios,  
2001, Somerville, MA
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Susanne Doremus
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Family visiting studio in  
SAIC Low-Residency MFA Program: 
Statia, Bob, Keelia, Brian, Keegan, Kim, Nan-
cy, Chris, Malia, Mitchell, Matt, Summer 2017

Tessa Brown, dear 
friend and colleague, 
studio mate in London, 
UK, with her structure, 
Changing Room

Participating in Body-mapping  
Pattern-making workshop in  
Tessa’s studio, London, UK

Eileen and Robert Murphy, my parents, visiting 
my studio at Fullton Street, ,Chicago, 2017
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Self-Portrait with Poster of 
Women Painters, detail, 2017, 
oil on canvas, 24” x 18”

Often I Am Permitted To Return to a Meadow

as if it were a scene made up by the mind

that is not mine, but is a made place,

that is mine, it is so near to the heart, 

an eternal pasture folded in all thought

so that there is a hall therein

that is a made place, created by light

wherefrom the shadows that are forms fall. 

Wherefrom fall all architectures I am

I say are likenesses of the First Beloved

whose flowers are flames lit to the Lady. 

She it is Queen Under The Hill

whose hosts are a disturbance of words within words

that is a field folded.

It is only a dream of the grass blowing

east against the source of the sun

in an hour before the sun’s going down

 
whose secret we see in a children’s game

of ring a round of roses told

 
Often I am permitted to return to a meadow

as if it were a given property of the mind

that certain bounds hold against chaos,

that is a place of first permission, 

everlasting omen of what is.
 

Robert Duncan

This is the poem read by Director Gregg Bordowitz
at the opening gathering of faculty and students 
in the Low-Residency MFA Program at the 
School of the Art Institute of Chicago. 
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Often I Am Permitted To Return to a Meadow

as if it were a scene made up by the mind

that is not mine, but is a made place,

that is mine, it is so near to the heart, 

an eternal pasture folded in all thought

so that there is a hall therein

that is a made place, created by light

wherefrom the shadows that are forms fall. 

Wherefrom fall all architectures I am

I say are likenesses of the First Beloved

whose flowers are flames lit to the Lady. 

She it is Queen Under The Hill

whose hosts are a disturbance of words within words

that is a field folded.

It is only a dream of the grass blowing

east against the source of the sun

in an hour before the sun’s going down

 
whose secret we see in a children’s game

of ring a round of roses told

 
Often I am permitted to return to a meadow

as if it were a given property of the mind

that certain bounds hold against chaos,

that is a place of first permission, 

everlasting omen of what is.
 

Robert Duncan

This is the poem read by Director Gregg Bordowitz
at the opening gathering of faculty and students 
in the Low-Residency MFA Program at the 
School of the Art Institute of Chicago. 

Puddles of poured paint,  

a physical drawing line that swings  

with the weight of its lead core,  

my quiet presence in front of  

Joan Mitchell’s City Landscape,  

the map of the floor of the gallery  

carried out into the world,  

the drawings starting whole then broken  

and repaired and broken and repaired,  

the people living with the drawings  

in their kitchens and studios,  

and all of us gathered at the ocean,  

moving in unison with the water and  

feeling it in our bodies. 

These are some of the things  

I’ve made for you, World.  

I was trying to talk to you.  

I was trying to say “I love you”  

in so many different languages.  

These things were my intermediaries,  

these objects, these engagements.

Nancy Murphy Spicer

Excerpt from School of the Art Institute of Chicago 

MFA thesis  

The New Brag: Erasure and  

Co-constitution of Self 
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2000

Mother Daughter Drawings 
mixed media on paper 

from impromptu drawing sessions 

with Nora and Anastatia over two years   

Cambridge, Massachusetts
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2001
Shapes Upon Waking 

poured latex paint and India ink 

studio installation 

Vernon Street Open Studios 

Somerville, Massachusetts
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2002
Streaming Cells 

poured latex paint and India ink 

Exhibited at Green Street Gallery 

Boston, Massachusetts
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2003
Poured Paint 

poured latex paint

Installation in Surrounded exhibition 

Brickbottom Studios Gallery 

Somerville, MA
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2004

Seep 
latex paint, vinyl flooring, birch plywood 

Installation in Seamless,  

Memphis College of Art Gallery, Memphis, Tennessee

Amy Sillman, Dan Devening, Chris Nau, James Siena 
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2005

Untitled  
flashe on Nepal Lokta paper 

series of over 400 drawings made in  

relation to poured paint installations

Vernon Street Studios 

Somerville, MA
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2006

Cardboard Actions
three-channel video, cardboard, hardware 

Installation at Bernard Toale Gallery 

Boston, Massachusetts
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2007

Hanging Drawing  
(20 successive drawings, unique and unrehearsed) 

rubber, lead, archival box, hardware, instructions 

Installation in The Drawing Show

Mills Gallery, Boston Center for the Arts 

Boston, Massachusetts

curated by Magdalena Campos Pons
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2008

Hanging Drawing, Half-Drawn 
rope, wood shelf, instructions

Installation at Montserrat College of Art 

Beverly, Massachusetts 

Many Kinds of Nothing exhibition 

curated by Shana DuMont-Garr
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2009

For Real 
curatorial project bringing together five UK and five US artists  

whose work explored the physicality of drawing 

Funded by a grant from Spike Associates

Spike Island Open Studios

Bristol, UK
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2010

Drawing from Above and Below 
one piece of 4’ x 8’ mirror, one piece of 4’ x 8’ glass 

Installation in 808 Gallery, Boston University, Boston, Massachusetts 

Artists assistants: Meg Alexander and Pat Shannon

curated by Lynne Cooney 
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2011

Ubersong performance 
Performed three songs from Germany (Heil dir im Siegerkranz),  

England (God Save the Queen) and the United States (My Country 

‘Tis of Thee), that all share the same tune as part of participatory 

performance for The Song Archive Project,  

curated by Yvonne Buchheim.
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 2012

Biking in Berlin
flashe and gouache on Berlin guidebook paper, 7.5” x 5.5” 

Exhibited at 18M Salon, Berlin, Germany &  

Carroll and Sons, Boston, Massachusetts 

Works in private collections in the United States,  

England, and Germany
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2013

Watching Water 
large-scale participatory performance at the shoreline 

Research 2008 - ongoing, Project Manager Katie Daley-Yates 

Test performances at Portreath Beach, Cornwall, UK
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2014

Disrutped Drawing 1 
acrylic on rice paper with gesso 

from Disrupted Drawings series of works 

Exhibited at Carroll and Sons, Boston, Massachusetts   

RaumX London, London, UK

Works in private collections in the United States,  

England, and Japan
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2015

more than momentary: ENJOY 
participatory, curatorial project engaging 26 contributors

includes 56 works on paper and an artists book 

Exhibited at RaumX Gallery 

Martina Geccelli, Director 

London, UK
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2016

WHY 
mixed media installation and participatory photo sessions

School of the Art Institute of Chicago 

Low-Residency MFA Program Open Studios
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2017

You Always Overdo It 
acrylic on canvas, 6’ x 5’ 

Exhibited in solo exhibition September 2018  

at Page Bond Gallery, Richmond, Virginia 

Work in private collection in Richmond, VA
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2018

Sam 
(“The body isn’t ever ‘one’ body, is loads of bodies,  

some present and some hidden and some yet to come.”) 
oil on canvas, 33” x 28” 

from The New Brag series of paintings 

Exhibited in School of the Art Institute of Chicago 

Low-Residency MFA Program Thesis Exhibition, July 2018
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Form-storm
For Hanging Drawing - Nancy Murphy Spicer
In Motion
Lines and places
Gradient,
Curves slackened;
Loose loops,

Temporarily emerging-
Suspended.

Until once again
In dance we balance with
Hands per-forming ;
Remodelling the crossings.
Counter points in resting formation.
On a long arm- tension never lasting,
Black circles shape a field
Refer position
Transformation when still is close.
Lines falling into place
Weighty
ground touch

Martina Geccelli, artist and  
Director of RaumX London gallery

SAIC Low Res MFA 
friends:  
Morris Johnston,  
Maggie Wong & 
Brendan Getz

Explanatory Drawings artists 
book, 2007. Collection of a series 
of drawings that were an attempt 
to explain something. This one 
shows two different bus routes into 
Manhattan from Boston.

Lynette Yiadom-Boakye 
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From more than momentary: ENJOY, 2015, participatory, curatorial 
project and artists book, 26 participants “hosted” a drawing for 1-2 months, 
curating the work into their everyday lives. The works were then shipped 
to London for an exhibition at RaumX London gallery. This work came out 
of a desire to allow interested beholders to be able to consider the work 
over a longer period of time. Their documentation of the works in their 
spaces as well as their reflections on the experience became part of an 
artists book documenting the project. 

Untitled, 2018, acrylic on paper, 2.5” x 3” 
by Isa Mattei, Museum School colleague 
and dear friend for 30 years.
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Hanging Drawing Half-Drawn, 2008, rope and wood shelf, 
dimensions variable. Installation at Montserrat College of Art 
Gallery, Beverly, MA. Curated by Shana Dumont Garr
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Julieta Aranda

Reviewing the work of Nancy Murphy Spicer, 
an established artist, is a delight. Over a fifteen 
year span, 2002-2017, her creations are con-
sistently challenging, provocative and excit-
ing. Most certainly they are not ordinary. She 
creatively employs surfaces as in Streaming 
Cells 2002, Poured Paint 2003, Seep 2004,  
and Floormap 2007 and Floor in the Floor. Her 
Untitled (yellow painting) 2017 challenges the 
imagination. Watching Water 2017 employs the 
Atlantic Ocean. Especially intriguing is Stream-
ing Cells 2002, a movement downward from a 
wall to a dark surface while leaving an abun-
dance above. Hanging Drawings 2007 carries 
on the hanging theme.

That twelve of the twenty-one creations have 
appeared in significant galleries attests to the 
importance of her work. Nancy Murphy Spicer 
is an artist impelled by an abundance of spirit, 
talent and depth, elements which permeate her 
creations.

Robert O. Murphy, Sr., Nancy’s father
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OxBow Stump, 
2017, oil on canvas, 
13.5” x 16.5”

Text fragments from graduate 
school readings, 2017

Artist colleague Pat Shannon in her studio
with her Parking Space piece. This work is sculptural 
and performative, a meticulous set of rubbings made 
from aluminum foil of an entire parking space I have 
been engaged in an ongoing conversation with Pat 
about her work for twenty-five years since our days 
together at the Museum School
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The Artgals is a Boston crit 
group that has been ongoing 
since 2003. The initial five  
members, 
Nancy Murphy Spicer, 
Meg Alexander, 
Pat Shannon, 
Beth Galston and  
Rebecca Doughty, 
met almost every single month 
for five years. Each month we 
went to one artist’s studio. We 
would prepare for the visit with 
thoughtfulness and rigor and 
guide the conversation toward 
a critical discussion of the work, 
troubleshooting technical issues, 
discussing gallery relation-
ships...whatever seemed useful 
and timely. This group of women 
continue to profoundly influence 
my practice and my life. 

At Nancy’s Vernon Street studio considering 
poured paint works in an Artgals meeting, 2005.

Ritual Object (Boli),  
Mali, mid-19th/20th c. 
Art Institute of Chicago
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Meg Alexander after consulting  
on the installation of her show  
New Work at Allston Skirt Gallery,  
Boston, MA

At ICA Boston with Pat Shannon, Summer 2009
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Poster of women painter 
heroes including:
Joan Mitchell
Genevieve Figgis
Etel Adnan
Molly Zuckerman-Hartung
Susanne Doremus
Dana DeGuilio
Chantal Joffe
Alice Neel
Monique Prieto
Carmen Herrera
Amy Sillman
Lynette Boakye-Yiadom
Mary Heilmann
Emilie Charmy
Maria Lassnig
Dona Nelson
Jutta Koether
Patricia Treib
and the list goes on...

Nancy with  
Molly  
Zuckerman-Hartung  
and Fox Hysen at their  
fabulous exhibitions at  
The Suburban,  
Milwaukee, Wisconsin,  
Fall 2016
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NMS drawing with text from Visiting Artist Yvonne Rainer, SAIC Low-Residency MFA program Visiting Artist  
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Making Out 
group exhibition at Site Gallery 
at School of the  
Art Institute of Chicago with 
artists:  

Maggie Wong  
C. Alex Clark 
Morgan Green 
Brendan Getz 
Morris Johnston  
Nancy Murphy Spicer 

Poetry gift from Isa Mattei

more than momentary: ENJOY  
exhibition at RaumX London, 2015 
wearing the bespoke wool coat made for me 
by my dear friend and colleague, 
Tessa Brown.

Henri de Toulouse-Lautrec  
Equestrienne (At the Cirque Fernando), 
1887/88, oil on canvas, Art Institute of Chicago  
,  

Jan Verwoert, critic and theorist, author of Tell me what 
you want, what you really really want and Cookie!
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Making Out 
group exhibition at Site Gallery 
at School of the  
Art Institute of Chicago with 
artists:  

Maggie Wong  
C. Alex Clark 
Morgan Green 
Brendan Getz 
Morris Johnston  
Nancy Murphy Spicer 

History of Studios
Home studio, 1957-1974

Shoemaker Coop studio, West Lafayette, IN, 1975-76

St. Mary’s College Fibers Dept, Notre Dame, IN, 1977-79

Jacobo O. Trujillo Weaving Studio, Chimayo, NM, 1979-80

Santa Fe home  art + design studio, Santa Fe, NM, 1980-84

Boston home art + design studio, Somerville, MA, 1984-86

Charlestown art + design home studio, 1986-1995

Lechmere warehouse, Boston, MA 1990-91

Cambridge home art + design studio, 1995-1999

Vernon Street Studios, Somerville, MA, 1999-2008

Bath home art + coaching studio, Bath, UK, 2008-2010

BV Studios, Bristol, UK, 2010-2011

Spike Island Studios, Bristol, UK, 2012-2013

Haymerle Studios, London, UK, 2013-2014

Coca-Cola Bottling studio, Charlottesville, VA, 2014-16

SAIC Low-Residency MFA studio, Chicago, IL, 2016-18

Skybox Studios, Chicago, IL, 2016-2017

Mana Contemporary, Chicago, IL, 2017-2018

Museum School friends, Pat Shannon & Isa Mattei
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Tamara Zahaykevich

Yellow Pour, 2004, 
wood and latex paint, 
installation at Fitchburg 
Museum as part of New 
England/New Talent 
exhibition

SAIC Low-Res MFA colleagues

Working onsite at Bernard Toale Gallery 
as part of After Hours residency

iPhone Notes Poem*

traces of the trade
pair
I see multitudes
Music
Kitchen under cab
Dental
Early mod history
Vitamins
Values exercises
Coaching
London studio inventory
The power of mindful
Hard wired for happiness
Our goal should be
What do you want them
Celeriac
Dear Nancy I just wanted
The massage school
Leadership lessons
When asked if I am
Root cause
The miso soup is hot
Watching water     
As French writer
Cornwall
What is animating you
If your actions inspire
Will I ever be good
Open veins
Artists are the first curators
Here’s the formula
Outward bound insight
Relaxing with groundlessness
Leading with different parts
I chose to be present
The journey
Every day is a fresh
Charter for compassion
In this solitude you will
Repeat after me
One of my last few
My art is the rock

Nancy Murphy Spicer
Nov 2014
*the first few words of each 
iPhone Note, no editing
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Untitled, 2017, acrylic on canvas, 56” x 40”

Found drawing, London street, 2014

Working at Bernard 
Toale Gallery making 
work onsite as part of 
After Hours residency, 
2005-2007
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Mary Heilmann

Lily VanderStokker

Etel Adnan

Assembling stretcher frame made in the woodshop 
at SAIC, Fultron Street studio, Chicago, 2017

Lisa Scantlebury, Master fabricator, Plenderleith &  
Scantlebury, Bristol, UK, with completed Hanging Drawing, 2013 

Biking in Berlin work installed in the home of  
Michele Zackheim & Charlie Ramsberg
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Biking in Berlin work installed in the home of  
Michele Zackheim & Charlie Ramsberg

Two works in particular struck me: Streaming 
Cells 2002 and the Hanging Drawing series.  
While our methods and media are quite different, 
it turns out we share several common threads.  

Streaming Cells uses organic shaped elements 
that are repeated to form a larger installation.  
The reference to cells brings in the idea of bi-
ological growth.  At the time you were making 
this piece, I was working on Tangle. It is made of 
repetitive elements that “grow” a larger piece, 
except I used acorn caps instead of poured 
paint. Tens of thousand of acorn caps are strung 
together on monofilament to create a snaky, or-
ganic rope that changes every time it’s installed.  

This idea that a piece is mutable connects with 
your process in Hanging Drawing. Both of us 
have set up a situation where things are not 
fixed, but can be changed to create many differ-
ent “drawings.” Although I have been the person 
who installs Tangle, you have included the view-
er in the process of making/altering your Hang-
ing Drawings. A generous act!

Beth Galston, artist  
friend and colleague,  
Member of Boston crit group,  
The Artgals, 2003-2008

Kathryn  , SAIC Low-Res MFA colleague 

Tangle by Beth Galston

Flag, 2013, linen, acrylic paint, wood, 35” x 
30” x 12”  
iInstalled at Spike Island, Bristol, UK as 
part of exhibition entitled Bristol Diving 
School Curatorial Exercise #1, 2013
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Nancy Murphy Spicer and Chris Nau 
exhibition at Green Street Gallery, 
2002 
(Above) Nancy and Chris Nau with 
work-in-progress 
(Background) Detail of collaborative, 
site-specific work,  
Swimming in the Midwest

FIRST review in The Boston Globe!!
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Dear Nancy, 
   I met you and responded to your work because of the con-
tradictions it had with “drawing” and the way that you experi-
mented so rambunctiously with acrylic paint; peeling it up from 
plastic sheeting, pouring it into “cells” linking chains together 
- more like a baker than a painter. The idea of how immersive the 
“drawings” could be came up at the Gallery @ Green Street (Lat-
er Green Street Gallery in Jamaica Plain Boston. The application 
of the cells and chains of peeled paint onto a wall and then en 
mass was transformative and enveloped the viewer in interest-
ing ways. 
   Later you showed a willingness to collaborate with the other 
artist exhibiting with you, Chris Nau, and a whole new range of 
experimentation and site responsive work resulted. I LOVE that 
you two decided to create a 24 foot collaboration without me 
asking you to and that you found that both of you being from the 
Midwest was why you could be so kind to exchange ideas and 
be open to a friendship that I saw you benefit from as artists
   Later still you created a work that allowed a visitor to create an 
entire work, a three-dimensional line drawing, by hanging a long 
looped strand of black stripped electrical tape onto tiny pins 
randomly spaced on a white gallery wall at Joseph Carroll’s gal-
lery across the street from where I live. The trajectory and strict 
yet flexible set of rules you constrained your practice with was 
always (and continues to be) thoughtful, surprising and direct in 
equal measure. 
   I have loved living  ming in the Midwest” idea to many college 
art galleries around the country and the boxed “kit” for making 
an ever-changing 3-D wall drawing on pins that I purchased from 
Joseph. 
   Your travels and tests of paper, paint, wood, photos and site 
specific works have your signature and yet seem to have de-
veloped with you gracefully across the years. I look forward to 
seeing how your design skills and vision translate to a book!

James Hull 
Artist, Curator, Educator 
Former Founder and Director, 
Green Street Gallery 
Boston, MA
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Mana Contemporary Chicago studio, testing ideas around hiding with Hanging Drawing and ramp 
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One of my favorite works at dOCUMENTA 13 in Kassel Ger-
many was Ryan Gander work , I Need Some Meaning I 
Can Memorize (The Invisible Pull), 2012. I met Ryan shortly 
after arriving in the UK and continue to follow his work. 

Another great discovery at  
dOCUMENTA 13 was the political woven works of 
Hannah Ryggen,  
a Scandanavian artist made in response to the 
rise of fascism in Europe.

Tagesstipps (Critic’s Picks) in Zitty Berlin, the Berlin 
arts magazine, highlighting the Biking in Berlin  
exhibtion at 18M Salon, 2015 

Biking in Berlin 22, 2010, 
flashe and gouache on 
Berlin guidebook pages, 
7.5” x 5.75”
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July 31, 2012

A partly cloudy day with an ongoing feeling of impending rain that is never 

realized. It starts with a lot of energy in the apartment. Julie is rushing to get 

work done. A difficult conversation about the cover of the catalog which, it is 

discovered, has a printing flaw. Julie struggles with the idea of asking for a 

reprint because the printer has given such a fabulous price. She suggests that 

perhaps we can just blot the error with a marker and it will blend in. After some 

thought I decide No, I have come this far with my work and with this catalog in 

particular…it must be right. So we ask for a reprint of just the cover. 

Feels like an important piece of work Is done. I don’t know why but it has felt 

like I have had to struggle every step of the way in the making of this work, 

preparing it for exhibition and now even moving it out into the world. I have to 

keep advocating for the work to be presented and cared for professionally. This 

is a challenge for me because it is a question of worth. 
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Nancy was the first student who came to my Drawing Between 
the Lines class with the purpose of utilizing her performance 
skills and inquiries within the platform of drawing. She not only 
challenged herself but also the class at that time. I have followed 
her practice since which I see as a continuation of that same 
quest.

David Kelley 
Drawing Department 

School of the Museum of Fine Arts Boston

Slice Splice 5, 2013, 
archival inkjet print, 
15.5 “ x 11.6” 
by David Kelley

Studying Drawing Between the Lines with David Kelley 
at the Museum School wildly expanded my notions about 
what drawing could be and sent me on a decades long 
inquiry around the physicality of drawing.

Traditional New Mexican weaving loom,  
Chimayo, New Mexico, 1979, used during 
my apprenticeship with Jake Trujillo

Bath Storefront Project, 2009,  
created a studio in a Bath, UK, storefront  
with work on view daily over four weeks

Ida Applebrog

Emilie Charmy 
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Nancy, 
Thank you so much for including me in this collabora-
tive project. It was so great to revisit our collaborations 
and study some images of your work. I enclosed a small 
painting that I made in 2017 but set aside because I 
wasn’t sure that anyone would understand it. I believe it 
is appropriate for your project because it  dances on the 
razor thin edge between being something significant and 
nothing at all. In all my work, I always endeavor to take 
something to the brink of formlessness as a representa-
tion of my pursuit of the elusive “presence” of something 
that “is,” but in a way that simultaneously acknowledges 
the lack of permanence in everything. I always admired 
and responded to what I see as the same or parallel pur-
suit in your work. I see a drive toward the power of a pure 
moment in your Hanging Drawings, Poured Paint pieces, 
performance and mapping. You point me to the record of 
the action but not in a heady or conceptual way - rather 
in a phenomenological, visceral, bodily way. Your cour-
age and versatility in your pursuit is an inspiration to me! 
Thank you! I hope this little painting can be something 
to you in the midst of its nothingness. It’s a work that I 
like very much but always doubted if anyone else would 
appreciate the formlessness within it. 
All the best to you and your family,
Love, 
Chris

From Chris Nau, an artist with whom I collaborated  
on exhibitions at Green Street Gallery, Boston, MA
Atlanta College of Art Gallery, Atlanta, GA
Memphis College of Art Gallery, Memphis, TN

All Structures are Unstable, 2017, 
acrylic on paper, 8” x 6”, by Chris Nau

Streaming Cells, detail, 2002, latex paint and india ink, di-
mensions vaiable, in exhibition at Green Street Gallery
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My doppleganger,  
SAIC Visiting Artist Anne Hamilton

Poured Paint on Wood, detail, 2004, latex paint and wood,  
dimensions variable, installation at Atlanta College of Art Gallery

Marina Abramovic p 
erforming The House with 
the Ocean View at Sean 
Kelly Gallery, New York, NY, 
2002

Self-Portrait by Alice Neel, 1980 
“The reason my cheeks got so pink 
was that it was so hard for me to 
paint that I almost killed myself 
painting it.”

Untitled (green with loops), detail, 2017, 
acrylic and oil on canvas, 48” x 82”
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Nancy giving Visiting Artists lecture at  
 Camberwell School of Art, London, UK, 2015

Cutting into the wall with a circular 
saw, work-in-progress on exhibition 
at Green Street Gallery, 2002, 
Boston, MA

Tape Drawing, 2005
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What are some of the most important things for the  
development of your practice or for being an artist?

I think it’s very, very fundamental is to have people that you live 

with or that you are in relation to that understand and respect what 

you’re trying to do. I think it would be almost impossible or very 

frustrating…whether it’s a partner or the people that you live with, 

that you feel like that you feel like the place where you can be most 

vulnerable, in your home, in your closest relationships…if those 

people don’t value and support what you’re doing then you’re just 

fighting an uphill battle because the rest of the society is not sup-

porting you in general, in fact they’re thinking less of you because 

you’re doing something that’s not sort of – you know what I mean – 

creating income and all of that.

You have to have something, some aspect of your life, that rein-

forces your identity as an artist. That could be a rel ationship with 

a gallery...I think you have to have something, whether it’s a peer 

group or an institution – a lot of artists I think go into teaching for 

that kind of connection. I think it really helps to have some tethers, 

something outside of yourself that reinforces that you’re an artist, 

and then you have to have an incredibly fierce desire to do it be-

cause if you’re just doing it to be cool or to have fun or to, god help 

you, make money, you know it’s not gonna work out too well.

 
Conversation with Megan Wakefield, Bristol, UK, 2012

Weaving studio at my home in Chimayo,  
New Mexico, 1979-1980 while working as an  
apprentice to master weaver, Jake Trujillo. 

Gift from Nora on one of my first  
Vernon Street Open Studios,  
Somerville, Massachusetts: 
“Happy Open Studios 
May your work come alive 
in the next few days 
and be butiful for all!
Love, Nora”

Dock by Phyllida Barlow.  
Installation at Tate Britain, London, UK

Bread and Puppet Circus, 
Glover, VT. 
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Hanging Drawing (Assembly Rooms, Bath, UK), 2009, ink on postcard, 4” x 8”

Vernon Street Studio 
2003, with poured 
paint works in progress
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Richard Tuttle, Tan Octagonal, 1967,  
dyed cloth, 54” diameter 

Disrupted Drawings, 2015,  
Carroll and Sons Gallery, Boston, MA

UK Art Forays

LONDON

Tate Modern
Cildo Miereles
Surrealism/Sculpture
Pier Kirkeby
Janus Kounellis
Stutter  
Doris Salcedo Turbine Hall 
Arte Povera 
Richard Tuttle Lecture

Tate Britain
Drawing from the Collection:  
400 years of Drawing
Martin Creed
Altermodern/Bouriaud
Turner drawings
Vija Celmins
Lisson Gallery
Group show with Richard  
Wentworth, Francis Alys,  
Simon Starling, 
Group show with Sol LeWitt, John 
Latham, Ceal Floyer, 

Haunch of Venison 
Mythologies

Slade School of Art
MA Degree show

Hayward Gallery
The Russian Linesman  
(Mark Wallinger)
Annette Messeger
Group show with Yayoi Kusama 
Ana Mendieta

Serpentine Gallery 
2011 Pavillion Peter Zumthor 
2012 Pavillion by Kazuyo Majima 
and Ryue Nishizawa 
2013 Pavillion Sou Foujimotos 
2014 Pavillion Smiljan Radic
Adrian Villar Rojas
Phyllida Barlow
Marina Abramovic 
Gustav Metzger 
Ed Atkins 

Robertson Foundation
Harold Offeh, Susan Collis,
 
Independent Galleries
Banks Violette at Maureen Paley
Sean Edwards at Limoncello
Rachel Thorlby at Madder 139
Laura Ford studio

Frieze Fair
Zoo Fair
Sunday Fair
Sluice Fair

January 15, 2009   home studio Bath, UK

These past few months building a new life in Bath, UK, and being 
away from my art community and my studio has taught me quite 
clearly that: 
- My need to be an artist and make things is a deep and necessary 
part of my life.
- Studio is not just a place but a mindset and, in the absence of a real 
space, I can create studio in my life.
- My family life is very precious to me and decisions around my art 
life must be made in tandem with my desire to stay connected to my 
family. 
- My initial fears about being misunderstood or unappreciated out-
side of the familiar context of the Boston art world have been un-
founded. A number of artists here in the UK whose work I respect 
have responded in kind to my work. 
- As I begin to pick up my practice here, I find there are conceptual 
threads that continue from where I left off in Boston and that now I 
can see extend back to my early studio days and even back to work 
at the Museum School.
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BIRMINGHAM, UK

Ikon Gallery
Thomas Beswick
Carmen Herrera
Wood and Harrison
  
Eastside Projects
The Sculpture Show
The Abstract Cabinet Show

Ikon East
My Very Own Cinema
Carmen Herrera
Thomas Bailey?
Wood and Harrison

VIVID
The Act of Drawing 

BRISTOL, UK

Spike Island
David Blandy
Elizabeth Price
Corita Kent
David Batchelor
Sean Edwards

Arnolfini
Mircea Cantor
Angus Fairhurst
Louise Bourgeois
Joelle Tuerlinckx
Georgian Film Festival

Picture This 
Ronnie Close

Plan 9
Not Here Not Now
The Seed
Plans for the Past and the Future: 
Eamon O’Kane

Conferences/Notable Lectures
 
Serpentine/Goethe Institut/ 
Situations
Art as a Public Issue

Tate Britain
Altermodern Symposium

Picture This/Arnolfini/UWE
The Art of Cinema Course

Spike Associates
Art and Writing seminar series

ICA
John Cage film/ 
Susan Stenger talk
Sol LeWitt film 
 

Instructions for Watching Water, 2008

Haymerle Studios, 
London, UK, 2013



96 Marilyn Arsem, 100 Ways to Consider Time,  
Museum of Fine Arts Boston, 2016  
I took several performance classes with Marilyn at the Museum School and  
those experiences have strongly influenced my work over the years.. 

Martina Geccelli with Hanging Drawing in the more 
than momentary:ENJOY exhibition in her gallery, 
RaumX London, 2015. 
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WHY, 2016, mixed media installation 
and participatory performance, SAIC 
Low-Residency MFA Open Studios  
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I have wanted to write to you about finding a home, and I have also wanted to write to you about the 
archive project, and I think these are really the same thing. I have wanted to write about this dream that is 
emerging through the corners of my day, the cracks of moments in solitude, the wrinkles of distraction, 
the moments before sleep, the ceremonial gaping of ‘something else is possible’ is the seeping of an in-
tergenerational dream. Living on the same land, and being sustained by the very same food, and knowing 
the rhythms of the same lights and darks. There would be the place to take care of, and also our relation-
ships with each other, and slowly by slowly it would be one same thing. The same space to get angry and 
go away, but to not be away, to still be in a known place and in a known time, contained and held. The 
place and the relationships are not different from each other, when we’re in places unsteady or someone 
else’s we ourselves are unsteady, someone else’s. We seek to be fully extended.

I looked over the poster of the archive project and felt that the art which has most effected my life was not 
represented on the poster. It’s artwork that is site-specific and subtle and I have them with me through 
many places I have moved and there are so many! Perhaps you didn’t include them because you didn’t 
realize that they existed. These works that you have orchestrated the seeing of, some of which I have 
seen and some of which have been seen but not really seen by other people, and some of which are 
strewn, still, now, but unconcerned about being found. 

The gesture of these works is a gentle stopping in my path. Driftwood along a sandy path in the volcanic 
skirt, lying like bones but curved in a way that holds its shape and also holds its fragility at the same time, 
like a thin line on rice paper, the scrub and ashen roughness a torn edge. The foam of sea that almost 
touches but retreats, and the brief fear of being taken, of getting wet. The cardboard recycling relaxing 
into the street corner, not in-between upright and fallen, but just curved in a familiar way, having already 
arrived and not accidentally. Black rubber sealant in serpentine writing on the sidewalk, the tree roots 
oozing through cracks. The way I rearrange a room I’ll inhabit. 

Watching Water test performance, 2013, Portreath Beach, Cornwall, UK
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We need a language to understand how, exactly, the world is beautiful. Your eye gives me words of com-
mon language with the world. The way a line can curve with direction but with so much uncertainty. The 
way things can be on their way as a form of arrival. The way the world is uncontained, the way materials 
can transform and become unrecognizable, the way we can transform and become unrecognizable, the 
way materials touch each other, always figuring out how to touch each other, how to move past each oth-
er, how to stick together. How I have to wait for things to make sense. 

You haven’t seen any of your pieces I’m referring to because I’m the only one who has seen these pieces, 
because I see them when I’m hiking in the desert and when I’m walking to the grocery store. Your art-
works are a gathering of these ways of gazing. I want to collect these dreams of home from the corners of 
the day and want to dedicate to our family the best part of the day, the part of the day that is fullest of light 
and fullest of zeal and purpose and unitary direction, the part of the day that gathers gazes into artworks. 

This is the same project as the project of finding home. ‘In a familiar place, we have already extended our-
selves’ (Sara Ahmed). This is the process of making the world familiar to us, of making awe comprehensi-
ble and containable and near at hand. Of making place familiar, of extending ourselves. 

Honora Spicer, Nancy’s daughter
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Holding The Place
There is a place I create

over and over

and just as my intention is 

voiced

or my work is done

The place begins to dissolve

not rapidly

but soon

the room, the time, the object

the emotion, the touch,  

the gesture, the idea

is gone

not evaporated

but dissolved - I can watch it 

happen

and when it’s done

the residue lays there

in the place

holding the place

a  memorial

to that intention

a marker for me

to know where to begin

again.

Nancy Murphy Spicer 

March 1997

Polly Apfelbaum

Chantal Joffe

Jay DeFeo, The Rose
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Small Wall sits on the spirit shelf, between 
The Sacred Path of the Warrior and Minutes 
of New England Yearly Meeting 2004. Small 
Wall sits atop a shelf that holds Rape Culture, 
Teaching to Transgress, and Create Danger-
ously; the shelf above it--Daily Rituals, Pres-
ence, Money Magic. Inner and outer worlds, 
aspiring selves, cultural voodoo, Small Wall 
standing amidst. Preserving space in this 
accretion of ideas, burdened conscience, 
layered consciousness. The Id of these Su-
perego’d shelves. Small Wall has been with 
me, abiding by me, on shelves, on window 
ledges, on top of filing cabinets, superego’d 
writing spaces for fifteen years, calm witness 
to the struggle, a reminder of the inevitabil-
ity of gravity, the tidal pull of forces beyond 
oneself, and yet in its glacial state, of en-
durance, resilience, standing up-to but also 
allowing-to-be and getting-on-with-it. Small 
Wall has travelled the world! The window 
ledge of an impossibly small salvation space 
in Gutman Library; a closet office in a brutal-
ist modern building with a cryptic non-name, 
1WN, University of Bath; the edge of my desk, 
just behind the lamp and next to a window 
overlooking London bustle at the Institute of 
Education; and now the spirit shelf in a Blue 
Ridge university town. Is it a coming home 
or simply the way station? Small Wall has no 
desire to project or regret, only to be in its 
glacial state, mute to any effort of final reck-
oning: Resting? Resisting? Succumbing? 
Small Wall takes the question itself as enough 
of an answer.

David Eddy Spicer,  
Nancy’s beloved lifelong partner 
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David and I with  
Polly Eddy 
my wonderfully supportive
mother-in-law, always at 
my openings and up for  
seeing provocative shows 
together in NYC

With my SAIC Intro to Drawing 
students, 2017
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Self-Portrait, 2017, charcoal on paper, 12” x 9”
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Deborah Boardman




